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• [Lehtinen et	al. 2011],	[Lehtinen et	al. 2012]
ü Easy to	plug
- Require already dense	sampling






















[Egan	et	al. 2009],	[Bagher et	al. 2013],	
[Meha et	al. 2012]
[Soler	et	al. 2009]
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We will not	rewrite	all	operators!






























































§ How	can we extract bandwidth ?
• Using the	volume
• Determinant of	the	covariance
§ How	can we estimate the	filter ?
• Frequency analysis of	integration [Durand	2011]
















§ Occlusion	using a	voxelized scene
§ Use	the	3x3	covariance	of	normals
distribution









































• Generate better light	paths
• Simple	formulation
§ Unified frequency analysis
• Temporal	light	fields
• No	special case
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Future	work
§ Tracing covariance	has	a	cost
• Mostly due	to	the	local	occlusion	query
§ New	operators
• Participating media
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GROUND IS MOVING!
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